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Those are the words of a California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire) officer on two recent news
features on Channels 3 and 13 in Sacramento.  My first thought
was that the state agency, with a recent history of closing fire
towers to save money and rely on cell phone reports, had a
major change of plans. Then I thought, well they have heard of
the success of the San Diego/Riverside local chapter is staffing
two lookouts, one Forest Service and one State Park (a retired
CalFire lookout now restored).   It turns out, both may be right.

As I watched the news clip (www.kcra.com/
news.wanted-volunteer-lookouts-to-staff-fire-towers/
3114878), I was impressed with the coverage, especially the
statement quoted above to the effect that people with cell
phones were great for reporting fires but they usually could
not describe the actual location of the fire.  But it was people in
lookouts that could then “pinpoint the location of the fire.”   This
is the first public announcement I had heard for a long time
that citizens with cell phones are just part of a team of a reduced
number of lookouts working together to get the earliest possible
reports and actual location of a fire for the initial attack.   Minutes
saved in the initial attack usually make the difference between
a small fire controlled and a large conflagration that takes weeks
and millions of dollars to bring under control.

Also, this was not just a chance announcement. It is part
of a well-established program. For a number of years CalFire
Battalion Chief Sean Griffis has been recruiting volunteers for
the four state fire lookouts in the Nevada-Yuba-Placer Ranger-
unit.  These are the Pike County Peak, Oregon Peak, Banner
Mountain and Wolf Mountain lookouts.   The last two overlook
the heavily developed wildland/urban interface communities
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in Grass Valley with expensive homes and a long history of
wildfire.

Two years ago vandals heavily damaged the solidly
constructed Wolf Mountain lookout causing it to be closed.
Working with a local fire district, the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company provided $27,000 to CalFire to repair the restore the
lookout and
return it to
service.  It is a
40’ tower with
large cab with
living-quarters
mid-way up the
tower.  Built in
1950, it replaced
an 80’ steel
tower with 7’x7’
cab with catwalk
dating back to
the 1930s.
       When I
talked with Chief
Griffis on June 9
he was pleased
to report that
those two news
clips which had
been run just 10
days earlier had
resulted in 150 new volunteers.  He is now working on the
training programs and scheduling.
       Soon Wolf Mountain Lookout will go 10-8, as a necessary
part of a “citizen cell report/lookout confirmation team” to provide
the earliest detection of wildfire.     This is “lookout magic” at its
best.                                                                Keith A. Argow

     CEO/Chairman of the Board
argow@cs.net

FFLA Local Chapters
Local chapters continue to be a source for “getting things

done.”  FFLA local chapters, leaders, and parent chapters are:
San Diego-Riverside, Curt Waite, Southern California
Northwest Montana, Chuck Manning, North Idaho-Montana
Yosemite-High Sierra, Jeff May, California - Sierra Nevada
Medicine Bow, Pat Lynch, Wyoming
Big Horn, Buddy Washington, Wyoming
Pacific Cascade, Forrest Clark, Western Washington
Colville, Rod Fosback, Eastern Washington
Southern Cascades, Dick Morrison, Western Washington
Southwest Virginia, Bob Wright, Virginia
Southern Kentucky, Michael Spanjer, Kentucky
Pillsbury Mountain, Bob Eckler, New York

Ron Kemnow photo
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FFLA California Sierra-Nevada Director Chris Fabbro is
hosting the 2015 Western Conference September 18-20 at
Grant Grove in Sequoia/Kings Canyon National Park.

The registration form is located on page 23 (inside of back
cover), or on the FFLA website, www.firelookout.org.  An early
bird registration special rate of $25 is available until August
15; after that, the regular $35 per person rate will apply.
Registration fee includes four meals (all meals with vegetarian
options) and all the conference activities...a real steal.  Lodging
and other information can be found on the flyer below.

Conference Agenda
Thursday 6/17

2:30-4:30pm  Check-in open, Discovery Room, Grant Grove
(Discovery Room will also be home to participants' lookout
informational displays throughout the conference)

Friday 6/18
8am-4:30pm  Check in open, Discovery Room (self-service,
includes printed activity guide and maps)
Daytime self-guided activities: caves, Sequoia groves, general
Park "on your own" activities
2pm-3pm  Ranger-led interpretive walk, meet at Discovery
Room

FFLA Western Regional Conference Registration Form on Page 23

5pm  Leave Grant Grove for carpool/caravan to Park Ridge L.O.
5:30  "Picnic in the Park" at lookout
7pm  Meet & Greet (BYOB) at Wilsonia (next door to Discovery
Room), Silent Auction items displayed
8 or 8:30pm Board Meeting, Discovery Room

Saturday 6/19
(Ongoing:  lookout displays in Discovery Room, 8-4:30)
8:30  Continental Breakfast at Wilsonia
9-10:45  Speakers
11am  Breakout sessions at Wilsonia and Discovery Room
(restoration/partnership strategies and volunteer/operations)
1pm  Delilah and Buck Rock tour
6pm  Dinner (BYOB) and Silent Auction
7pm  Entertainment
Silent Auction closes at 8pm (unless extended due to exciting
bidding wars)

Sunday 6/20
8:30  Continental Breakfast at Wilsonia
9am  Speakers, closeout, optional morning session for
attendees not on the following tours:
10am  Lookout tour options:  North (including Sierra and
Yosemite); South; self-guided tours within the Park

FFLA Western Conference
Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park, CA  September 18-20
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three:  Mrs. J.J. Butler, chair; Ray Kresek;
and the current FFLA Western Deputy
Chair (Howard Verschoor).  Funds were
to be apportioned, one grant per year, in
the amount of $200.  On January 5, 2015,
it was agreed upon by the three-member
committee to raise the grant limit from
$200 to $300 per individual lookout
project.  In addition, the Fire Lookout
Museum (Ray Kresek) will contribute $200
to the Butler Memorial Fund for each start-
up grant, allowing future Butler grants to
now be $500, instead of $200.

To qualify for the grant, the following
requirements must be met:
1. The lookout must be within the state
of Washington.
2. To be used for start-up funds
required to render emergency repairs to
a structure in imminent danger, when no
other private or agency funds are
immediately available.
3. Repairs, and work project team,
must be authorized by the owner agency
and its local district, and the 3-member
Butler Fund committee.
4. Funds must be used strictly for
materials such as roofing, glass, lumber,
paint, etc.; but not labor.
5. A brief written description of repairs
needed must be submitted to the fund
committee before grant can be approved.
6. Payment will be made by check from
the Butler Memorial account by the FFLA
Treasurer, to the FFLA-approved project
leader, upon proof of purchase of
necessary structural materials.

Applicants will be handled in order
of filing date and urgent need.  Grant
requests for projects meeting all of the
above criteria should be submitted to:

Ray Kresek
123 W. Westview
Spokane, WA 99218
phone: 509-466-9171
email: rkresek@comcast.net
www.firelookouts.com

Boston Foundation Grant
The FFLA was recently presented

a $500.00 grant from the Ruth and Henry
Walter Fund IV, a Donor Advised Fund of
the Boston Foundation.  The grant is to
be used for lookout tower renovation,
preservation and maintenance grants to
local groups.  The fund advisor for the
grant has expressed an interest in
supporting preservation/restoration
projects, especially those in the northeast.
The grant will be used to augment the
FFLA Restoration Grant budget allocation,
covering the recently awarded Mount
Agamenticus grant.  The FFLA received
a similar grant in 2014.

FFLA Restoration Grants
North Twentymile, Washington

The first FFLA Restoration Grant of
2015 has been awarded to FFLA member
Bob Pfeifer for restoration of the North

Twentymile Peak D-6 Cupola on the
Okanogan National Forest.  The grant,
supplemented by grants from the Chuck
Butler Fund and the Eastern Washington
FFLA Chapter, will go toward paying for
rehab materials including, but not limited
to roof shingles, siding, flooring, sub-
flooring, primer, and paint.  The work is
expected to be accomplished Pfeifer and
professional carpenter Tony Holan of
Tonasket, between June 1 and October
15, 2015.  Assistance in airlifting supplies
to the summit was provided by the North
Cascades Smokejumper Base and the
Okanogan-Wenatchee NF.  The 92-year
old D-6 is considered by many to be the
most true to its original design of the nine
remaining in the nation.  It still has nearly
all of its original windows and its unique
twisted-wire lightning hardware.

Mount Agamenticus, Maine
The second FFLA Restoration Grant

of 2015 is going toward the restoration of
Mount Agamenticus Fire Tower near York,
Maine.  The restoration effort targets

complete stair and landing replacement,
many different cab repairs, repairing of the
catwalk, and all new windows.  Other
contributors to this effort include FFLA
members, the York Fire department, and
numerous other volunteers. This lookout
continues to be staffed lookout by
volunteers from various Southern Maine
fire departments. Since this is an active,
working lookout, work will start as soon
as sufficient funds are obtained.

Dutchman Peak, Oregon
The third FFLA Restoration Grant of

2015 is going toward the restoration of the
Dutchman Peak D-6 Cupola on the Rogue
River National Forest.  The grant will go
toward restoring the living quarters to
livable conditions, restoring shutters and
brackets, and repairing catwalk boards
and the propane heater and lines.  Project
implementation is set for July 2015.  Built
in 1927, Dutchman is one of the oldest

lookouts (and the only D-6) still being
staffed for fire detection.  With its location
along the Pacific Coast Trail, the lookout
receives 100-300 visitors each year.

Chuck Butler Memorial Fund
Washington Fire Lookout

Emergency Repairs
Chuck Butler began his forestry

career in 1955 at the age of 19, on Suntop
Lookout north of Mount Rainier, while a
Forestry student at the University of
Washington.  He spent the rest of his
career with the Washington Department
of Natural Resources as a forester.  When
he discovered there was an FFLA, he
immediately joined and became one of its
most active Washington chapter
members.  He was also a board member
of the Fire Lookout Museum in Spokane.
Preserving fire lookout history was one of
Chuck’s greatest ambitions.

Upon his untimely death in Yakima,
WA in 2001, a memorial fund was named
in his honor to assist in preserving the
history of fire lookouts in Washington.  The
fund is administered by a committee of
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West Virginia Lookout Rental
Thorny Mountain Fire Tower, Seneca State Forest

Thorny Mountain Fire Tower (cover
photo) at Seneca State Forest, near
Dunmore, WV, is now available to rent on
a nightly basis. This opportunity began
June 28 and is considered one of West
Virginia's most unique overnight
adventures.

In conjunction with the
announcement on June 3 of the tower
rental availability, the West Virginia State
Parks system sponsored a contest to stay
the first night in the newly refurbished
tower on West Virginia Day, June 20, with
up to three guests.  By the following
morning, 2,805 people had entered the
contest.  In addition there had been
35,000 hits on Seneca State Forest’s
website, 10,000 viewings of an online
video of the tower, and 17 bookings.  The
lucky winner of the random drawing, one
of over 6000 entries received, was Ashley
Wooten of Nitro, WV.

The Thorny Mountain Fire Tower
was constructed in 1935 by the Civilian
Conservation Corps and provides a
panoramic view of much of Pocahontas
County and the Greenbrier River Valley.
It is unique for West Virginia; a steel tower
standing at 53 feet with a 14'x14' living
quarters, patterned after western types
that utilize the living quarters and catwalk
on the platform.  At 3445 feet above sea
level, the Thorny Mountain tower is one
of the highest standing towers in West
Virginia today.  Thorny Mountain was in
service for more than fifty years and
ceased service in 1988.

After the West Virginia Division of
Forestry transferred the inactive fire tower
to the West Virginia Division of Natural
Resources a few years ago, state parks
staff began refurbishing it to turn it into an
out-of-the-way rustic retreat.  The
spectacular 360-degree views are now

possible due to clearing of mature trees
that over the years blocked the view and
created conditions that deteriorated the
tower.  Sunlight is also the current lighting

source for the cabin interior instead of
combustible type lighting.  The 69 steps
from the ground to the cab were replaced
with treated oak in the same size as the
original wooden steps. The decking at the
cab was replaced with treated pine to
lighten the weight of the structure. The
cabin floor and structures inside the cabin
are original – a tribute to the craftsmanship
of the men of the Civilian Conservation
Corps that constructed the tower.

Thorny Mountain will be reservable
for overnight stays during the summer
season beginning the second Friday in
April through October 31. The rate is $75
per night plus applicable taxes with a
maximum occupancy 4 individuals.
Accommodations in the tower cab include

two cots, with firewood, a picnic table, grill,
fire ring and pit toilet at the tower base.
The cab features lighting powered by a
solar battery storage system.  Advanced
reservation only – call 304-799-6213.

For full details on renting the tower,
visit the Seneca State Forest website,
http://www.senecastateforest.com.  As
of July 1, over 60 reservations had been
made for the remainder of the season.

In addition, a "fly-by" video and
photos (inside and out) are online at http:/
/wvcommerce.zenfolio.com/firetower.

On June 21 and 22, WV State Parks
District Administrator (and FFLA WV Area
Rep) Robert Beanblossom hosted an
interpretative event, "Lookout!", at Thorny
Mountain to talk with visitors at Seneca
State Forest about this fire tower, the
history of fire towers in West Virginia,
including Pocahontas County, and to
share the rich history of forestry in the
Mountain State. Bob is a noted park
system historian and author and
collaborator of several forest and park
history publications.
(Photos courtesy of WV Department of Commerce)

FFLA News
2015 Leadership Updates

Southern Deputy Chair Filled
Georgia-South Carolina FFLA Area

Representative Mike Finch stepped up
and volunteered to take on the vacant
Southern Deputy Chair position.  The
Executive Committee approved Mike’s
appointment to the position.  In addition
to having relocated a surplus fire tower
on his South Carolina property, Mike is in
a full-time pediatric general practice and
is a member of the Executive Committee
of the South Carolina Medical Association.

Minnesota Director Named
Chairman Argow’s recent

appointment of Jan Bernu as Director of
the Minnesota Chapter has been
approved by the Executive Committee.
Jan has a busy forestry consulting
business, Two By Forestry, and is a former
DNR forester.  See the Directory (back
page) for her contact information.

Phone Number Update
Florida Director Bob Spear’s contact

information has been updated in the
Directory (back page) with his home
number.  He noted that his cell phone
hardly gets used, since surprisingly, cell
coverage in Palm Coast is like the
backside of the moon!

2016 Board Meeting
The 2016 FFLA Board of Directors

Meeting will be held January 16 with the
conference call format.  The physical
location for the meeting is tentatively
planned to be the Talladega Ranger
District office in Talladega, Alabama.

FFLA Facebook Update
The main FFLA Facebook page now

has well over 1300 “likes”!  It is a great
way to share lookout, project, or event
information, ideas or questions, or links
to online items and sites, and may reach
unaware non-FFLA members.  If anyone
not on Facebook would like to have
something posted, contact one of the
FFLA Facebook page administrators:
nickw@idahovandals.com
mtnlace@gmail.com
kmstetler@gmail.com

Several chapters have their own
Facebook pages to help draw local
interest.  The Maine chapter has the
largest following with over 1850 “likes,
followed by Colorado/Utah and Oregon
with around 900.  Pennsylvania also has
a strong following with almost 700.  Other
chapter pages include North Carolina,
Tennessee, NW Montana, Yosemite-High
Sierra, and San Diego-Riverside.
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MAINE
Squaw Mountain Update
An update from the Charleston

Correctional Facility, where the restoration
of the Squaw Mountain fire tower is taking
place:  The cab rebuild is near complete.

A few more finishing touches and it can
be trucked back to Greenville where it will
be re-erected at the Natural Resource
Education Center (NREC) / Greenville
Visitors Center on Route 15.

Wadleigh Mountain Update
The State of Maine is now moving

forward and is ready to bid out an
engineering study for rehabbing the
Wadleigh Mountain Tower.  The “Friends
of Wadleigh Tower” group will continue to
follow this positive development.  Bill Cobb

Notes from All Over

Agamenticus Fund Started
Mount Agamenticus Fire Tower sits

atop a small hil l in York, on the
southernmost tip of the state. The tower
is one of only three in the State of Maine
still staffed each year by volunteers.  In
1991, after the Maine Forest Service
closed all of the fire towers throughout the
state and replaced them with airplane
patrols, a small group of firefighters from
the area got together and decided to keep
these three towers active. While the tower
is still owned by the Maine Forest Service,
they rely on the volunteers to maintain the
upkeep of the tower in order to be able to
be staffed with volunteers. But, it has been
years since there has been any sort of
funding to maintain the tower.

After some very harsh winters, the
tower is in serious trouble. The stairs need
to be replaced, as well as the landings.
The wood boards are falling apart and
daylight can be seen through many of
them. The cab is in even worse shape; it
needs new windows, siding, interior walls
and floors, and a completely new catwalk
around it.  Several windows have been
completely broken out and are temporarily
fixed with pieces of plexiglas.

A GoFundMe campaign has been
started to make the critical repairs to the
tower.  The effort is being led by Nick
Hilton, son of the late Dave Hilton, an early
FFLA member and definitive source of
Maine tower information.  Luke Starkey,
son of another late FFLA member, Brian
Starkey, is also involved.  Nick and Luke
grew up alongside their firefighter dads
watching for smokes from the Mount
Agamenticus fire tower.

The GoFundMe campaign is seeking
$10,000.  It is hoped that will cover the
materials for the repairs; labor will be
supplied by York firefighters.  To donate,
visit www.gofundme.com/u5tqtg.  The
FFLA has awarded a $500 restoration
grant to the project.  Additional information
is also on facebook, www.facebook.com/
savemtafiretower.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
During April and May, 69 wildfires

burned 586 acres in southern and central
New Hampshire.  The largest fire on Bayle
Mountain in the Ossipee Mountains
burned 275 acres, which was more
acreage than burned in all of the State in
BOTH the past two years!  Fire lookouts
were busy.  The last year that came
anywhere close was 2006 when 500 fires
burned 473 acres during that year.  It has
been a long time since this many acres
have burned in the State and the year is
only half over.  The White Mountain
National Forest and the “North Country”
fared better with few fires or acres burned.
Although there was a small lightning-
caused fire in the White Mountains it
turned out to be on private land on one
side of a trail with Forest Service land on
the other side.  Three USFS folks hiked
in several miles to extinguish the fire.  The
only fire to burn on the “Forest” was one
and a half feet of an 8-inch diameter dead
log beside a hiking trail.  This fire is under
investigation.

This summer folks from Historicorps
will evaluate Smarts Mountain fire tower
to see what work will be needed so it can
be re-opened to the public.      Chris Haartz

VERMONT
Stratton Mountain Vandalized

Summit Stewards Hugh and Jeanne
Joudry had quite a surprise when arriving
at Stratton Mountain May 15. The cabin's
exterior cedar plank door was shattered
and the cabin had been ransacked with
everything thrown about. Even though
their ladder had been carried about 50
yards down the trail and cast out into the
woods, oddly enough, nothing had been
stolen. In addition, the vandals also cut a
safety chain on the fire tower’s access
hatch.  Forest Service officials went up
and put up a temporary fix to the cabin,
built in 1928 to accompany the fire tower.

Hugh and Jeanne have been
watching over Stratton Mountain for
decades -- first as fire spotters in the
1970s, and now as summit stewards for
the Green Mountain Club.

Squaw Mountain cab near completion
 (Sam Bradeen photo)

Wadleigh Mountain 2014 (Bill Cobb photo)
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NEW YORK
St. Regis - The Work is Underway

The Friends of St. Regis Mountain
Fire Tower are pleased to announce the
release of their new smart phone friendly
website, www.friendsofstregis.org/,
which has a completely new look.  On this
site you can learn more about the tower,
its history and progress of the plans for
restoration. Find out about climbing St.
Regis Mountain, read news articles and
view numerous photos.  From the site you
can also check the latest Facebook posts,
email them, volunteer to help with the
restoration work or education about the
tower and make a donation to support
these efforts. A blog will also soon be
available.

The nitty-gritty/get your hands dirty
work started
June 3rd when
inmates from
Moriah Shock
Camp helped
sort out a pile
of tower parts
that were
mostly from
Debar and
P h a r a o h
M o u n t a i n s .
Many of the
pieces are in
bad shape, but
the missing St.
Regis stair
stringers and
some cross
braces were
found.

A Bicknell’s Thrush survey was
conducted June 4th by Paul Smith’s
College students.  The survey of habitat
above and below the tree line detected
no indication of the presence of the birds.

On National Trails Day, June 6th, a
crew of 16 volunteers worked on the St.
Regis Mountain trail, constructing two
bridges over a wet boggy area of the trail.

Retired Regional Forest Ranger and
historian Paul Hartmann recently gave the
Friends what is very likely the first radio
ever used
on St. Regis
back in the
1940s. He
said how he
came by it is
a long story,
but how he
knew it was on St. Regis is a short one - it
bears a paper tag that looks to be as old
as the radio, reading "St Regis Mt. #9."

Hurricane Plans
The Friends of Hurricane Mountain

now has a signed Volunteer Service
Agreement with the state DEC to work on
restoration of the Hurricane Tower. The
group will be working on restoring the
tower for safe public access and preparing
interpretive panels for the tower and at
trailheads.  Work is scheduled to begin
after August 1, so as to not interfere with
the Bicknell’s Thrush season.

WYOMING
James T. Saban Lookout
In a June 20 ceremony, the High

Park Lookout was renamed as the James
T. Saban Lookout.  The lookout is at 9,477
feet elevation in the Bighorn National
Forest, Powder River Ranger District, in
Washakie County, Wyoming, about 15

miles east of Ten Sleep.  It was built in
1942 by the Civilian Conservation Corps.
The structure is eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places.  High
Park is on a national list of historic
buildings to be restored as part of a
training program for veterans.

The name “James T. Saban
Lookout” is intended to honor the sacrifice
of James Torrey Saban, who died in the
line of duty in 1937 while fighting the
Blackwater Fire.  At the time of his death,
Mr. Saban was a Civilian Conservation
Corps foreman.  Previously, he had been
a Senior Forest Ranger with the Forest
Service.

Mr. Saban was born in 1901 in Shell,
Wyoming. He attended the Polytechnic
Institute in Billings, Montana, for 3 years
and completed a 90-day course at the
School of Forestry at the University of
Montana.  He began his Forest Service
career in 1922 in the Bighorn National
Forest and passed the Forest Ranger
examination in 1923.  He subsequently
worked in the Chugach, Selway, Lolo,
Flathead, Coeur d’Alene, Medicine Bow,
Chippewa, and Wyoming National
Forests.  He resigned from the Forest
Service due to ill health and was then
appointed a foreman with the Civilian

Conservation Corps.  In August 1937, he
was assigned to Ten Sleep Camp F-35
and had been on duty only 3 weeks when
he met his death while fighting the
Blackwater Fire.

The lightning-caused Blackwater
Fire started August 18, 1937.  Firefighters
mobilized included officials from the
Bureau of Public Roads, the Bighorn
National Forest, and the Shoshone
National Forest.  Additionally, enrollees
and foremen from six Civil ian
Conservation Corps camps were
dispatched and engaged the fire.

Three days later, the Blackwater Fire
claimed the lives of 15 men, injured 39
more, and scorched over 1,200 acres of
the Shoshone National Forest.  The 15
fatalities included three Forest Service
officials, one from the Bureau of Public
Roads, and 11 Civilian Conservation
Corps enrollees and foremen, including
James Saban.

James Saban’s sacrifice was not
overlooked in the years after the fire.
Saban’s memory was honored when the
Forest Service designated the ranger
station in Ten Sleep, Wyoming, as the
Saban Ranger Station.  However, in 1972,
the Forest Service completed a land
exchange and the property was deeded
to a local citizen; the ranger station,
comprised of a dwelling and two
outbuildings, became private property.

FFLA member Karl Brauneis was
instrumental in the effort to honor the
memory of Saban.

Chapter Workweek
Wyoming FFLA member Joe Luck

joethetowerguy@yahoo.com is
organizing a workweek August 2nd thru
7th.  Work will began at Spruce Mountain
Lookout and end at Kennaday Lookout.

 Potential tasks at Spruce include
minor road and gate repairs, site cleanup
(including trees and undergrowth at the
base of the tower, touch-up of stair,
handrail and landing work done last fall,
replacing/rehinging security gates on
catwalk, scraping and repainting catwalk
and railing where needed, washing all
windows and checking glazing,
undertaking a thorough cleaning of the
interior and making repairs where needed
and repainting, and repainting roof and
outside walls of outhouse.

At Kennaday, tasks remaining after
last year's Historicorps project include
cleaning windows, installing a plywood
shutter for the lower level window,
repairing/replacing safety gate at stair
opening, painting stairs with yellow and
black caution stripes, and repairing/
replacing water-damaged ceiling panels.
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MONTANA
Bitterroot Lookout Training

On June 22, the Bitterroot National
Forest began two days of lookout training.
After a presentation by the National
Weather Service, at the Darby Ranger
Station, the lookouts and support
personnel spent the rest of the day at Bare
Cone Lookout (below) on the West Fork
R.D.  Nine Lookouts will be staffed on the
forest this summer; two of those are
staffed by volunteer groups.

NWMT-FFLA Fundraiser
“Lookout Wife” Author

Several months ago when the
Northwest Montana Forest Fire Lookout
Association scheduled their June 27
fundraiser in West Glacier, they were
concerned about it being cold and damp
and how they'd manage the event.
Instead, they were in record heat in the
Terrace Room of the Belton Chalet.  Not
only that, but the emerging Glacier Rim
fire on the North Fork of the Flathead was
cranking away - what better backdrop for
a lookout fundraiser!  The gathering
exceeded all expectations of the chapter;
as a result, several historic lookouts in NW
Montana will benefit.

The event featured Jeanne Kellar
Beaty, author of “Lookout Wife”.  Board
member Beth Hodder had been pleased
to find Beaty still living, almost 93 years
old, surprisingly not far away, just north
of the border in Canada.  Jeanne’s book
was published in
1953 and chronicles
her experiences
staffing lookouts from
1948 to 1950 with her
husband Chip.
Jeanne related what
it was like to come west with her husband
to staff a lookout on the Salmon National
Forest, not really knowing what was in
store for her. Hardly knowing where Idaho
was let, alone the Salmon National Forest,
it was the jump start to a life filled with
travel and adventure.  The couple staffed
Long Tom their first year, followed by West
Horse and Stoddard Creek Point the
following years.  As expected, Jeanne

charmed each and every person who
spent time chatting with her.

Many at the event asked how to get
their own copy of "Lookout Wife". Jeanne
noted that it was not a best seller, the first,
and only, printing was 10,000 copies. Until
recently the book had been relatively easy
to obtain, but most used book sites
currently show the book out of stock.

ALABAMA
Horn Mountain Tower Progress

After a March Passport in Time
project concentrated on site clean-up,
repairing vandalism, and some deferred
maintenance, work
has begun on the
restoration of the
Horn Mountain Fire
Tower.  The lower
riser is now
complete; work will
be continuing with
replacing of stair
treads and placing a
cage around the steps.

IDAHO
Shorty Peak Maintenance

Volunteers Needed
Shorty Peak Lookout on the

Bonners Ferry district (Idaho Panhandle
NFs) was taken out of the rental program
for scheduled maintenance August 4-5-
6.  However, the original volunteers
cancelled and other district resources are
unavailable those days, so district
recreation specialist Pat Hart has offered
the opportunity to FFLA members.  Shorty
Peak is accessed by a 2.5-mile trail;
supplies and personal gear would be
packed in by local backcountry horsemen.
If interested, contact North Idaho-
Montana FFLA Director Gary Weber (see
directory) or contact Pat directly (208-267-
6732 or pahart@fs.fed.us).  Pat has
been known for taking good care of her
volunteers!

Spyglass Restoration
Volunteer Opportunity

Plans are to have a workweek later
this summer for FFLA and Lutherhaven
Ministries volunteers to hopefully
complete the restoration of the Spyglass
Lookout ground house.  Dates have not
yet been set, but will likely be in August
or early September.  If interested in the
opportunity, contact North Idaho-Montana
FFLA Director Gary Weber (see directory).

WASHINGTON
Colville NF Heritage Collections

Two heritage collections dealing with
the Colville NF are now online.

The Heritage Network, based in
Colville, received a Preserve America
Grant in 2008.  As part of the project,
historic Colville National Forest photos
and documents were digitized and can
now be accessed at http://
crossroadsarchive.net/items/.  Part 2 of
the History of the Colville has a good
section on fires, stations, and lookouts;
some of the pictures missing from it are
included individually as separate files.
FFLA Eastern Washington Director Rod
Fosback is a member of the Heritage
Network and assisted by supplying info
to identify unknown lookout photos.

They also just finished a related
project with the Washington State Library.
The Washington Rural Heritage project
recently went live with a new digital
collection from the northeast corner of our
state. The Colvil le National Forest
Collection provides access to a sampling
of the archival photos, maps, and
documents held by the Heritage
Department at Colville National Forest
Headquarters in Stevens County.  Of
particular note are the photos of local
lookouts; these photos have been geo-
referenced and placed on a “Story Map”
so that users can fly from peak to peak,
getting a glimpse of the varied lookout
tower styles  as well as historic panoramic
photographs taken from the lookouts.  Go
to www.washingtonruralheritage.org/
cdm/landingpage/collection/r6cnf.

FLORIDA
Tomoka Tower Sold (Again)

Closing on April 1, the fourth listing
in the past three years of the Tomoka Fire
Tower near Daytona Beach brought 65
bids, with the highest being $6,010.00.
Will this result in the removal of the 80-
foot Aermotor LS-40?  Or will it just add
to the Florida treasury?

Florida requires towers to be
removed within 45 business days after
issuance of the Buyer’s Certificate.

  Rene Eustace photo NWMT-FFLA board members gathered for
a post-event photo with Jeanne Kellar Beaty
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North Mountain Restoration Underway
Amazing progress is being made

with the North Mountain restoration
project.   At the April meeting of the
Friends of North Mountain, it was decided
to pursue a volunteer agreement with the
USFS for the short-
term since that’s
quicker and easier
than getting a
special use permit.
(The special use
permit is just back-
burnered for now)
Four work items to include under the
agreement were reroof, fix concrete piers,
rebuild toilet and demolish two inter-tower
structures.

In May, structural engineers went up
to the lookout and gave a thorough eval
of the structure.  After rappelling down
each leg, it was discovered that six
additional timbers would need to be
replaced due to cracking at the ends.
These were generally located above the
wire rope tie-in saddles.  It is likely that
since the cables were not tensioned for
several years, the upper structure was
allowed to move excessively in wind
events.  Plans were made at that time for
a June 12-14 work party to start work.

When the time arrived, and plans
had been made, the goal for the weekend
was to get the roof half done and to
remove one of the two mid-tower
buildings.  The volunteer count was 12 on
Friday, 17 on Saturday, and 9 on Sunday,
working approximately 8:00 am to 8:00 pm
each day.

When all was said and done, the
accomplishments of the weekend work

party, led by Forrest Clark, were far
beyond anyone’s wildest expectations:
1. Entire roof completed

Roof raised five inches to offer better
rain/snow runoff

Double membrane roof.
First roof layer was torched down
Completed roof is “rock solid” and

good for forty years
Installed “Roof Anchor Eyebolt” for

safety

2. Both mid-tower buildings removed
completely

All wood debris hauled off in four loads
Some lumber saved. Will be re-cut and

repurposed.

3. Work started on three-foot wide
catwalk around exterior of lookout

Half of material has been cut and
painted. (two of four sides)

Switching from 2x4 timbers to 2x6
timbers for greater strength
4. West side wall (side with door)
replaced completely

New siding on outside. New plywood
inside and outside.

New window frames.

5. Foundation work included restoration
of three pier blocks to original shape

At a followup work party two weeks
later, three of the six timbers identified as
needing replacement were removed and
replacements installed.

Follow the progress at North on
www.northmountainlookout.com
(Bruce Wolverton photos)

Feature Stories Online
Several “feature” stories from past

issues of LOOKOUT NETWORK, as well
as links to featured videos, are now
posted on the FFLA website at News and
Events ---> Feature Articles.  Among the
stories are Dolores Decker’s “Diary of a
First Year Lookout”, Harold Keller’s “Life
and Trail Adventures in Powell Ranger
District, Idaho”, Gene Miller ’s “My
Summer Experiences of 1956 at Priscilla
Peak Lookout”, and Austin Post’s
“Pyramid Mountain”.  Videos linked
include Idaho PTV’s “Eyes of the Forest”,
Clackamas County’s “Pechuck Lookout”,
and the award-winning documentary, “The
Lookout”, featuring FFLA member Leif
Haugen.
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New Video
Engineering Entrepreneurs

Several years ago, Dave Quam met
two gentlemen from the Bemidji, MN area
who were interested in fire towers, Todd
Hafics and Roy Hagstrom. They told him
that they were going to dismantle a fire
tower and re-build it on Todd's land.

Dave met them again in April of this
year and made arrangements to drive to
the site of the fire tower's new home and
make a video of their story.  While they
sat on the porch of Todd's log home, Todd
and Roy showed photos of the four year
move.  Dave was stunned at how they
took the steel down and raised it, without
a crane, just using a "gin pole".  His

biggest surprise was the re-using of the
original 7,200-pound concrete footings.
When the old footings were placed back
in the ground, the bolts were within 1/8th
inch of where they had been before
dismantling.

The 36-minute video can be found
on YouTube by entering "Todd's Fire
Tower move" or go to http://youtu.be/
3N6D3fTRGuk.  In the video, Todd and
Roy give the details of how they moved
the Aermotor LS-40 tower from Deer
Town, a former tourist attraction near Park
Rapids, to its new home south of Bemidji,
over the course of a five-year time span.
All that is left to do now is to change some
planking and add safety fencing.

Electronic Copy of
LOOKOUT NETWORK

LOOKOUT NETWORK is available
electronically, in pdf format.  If you would
like to receive the pdf version (usually less
than 1 mb in size) by email, either in place
of, or in addition to the printed copy,
please notify Editor Gary Weber at
fflatreas@gmail.com.

Blackhall Lookout, Wyoming
The Blackhall Mountain Lookout, a

two-story R-6 Flat, was constructed in
1963 to replace a smaller 1916 wooden
cab.  It is perched on a rock outcropping
in the Medicine Bow National Forest.
From 1916 through the late 1970s, the
lookout served as the summer residence
and station for fire watchers, like 19 year-
old Virginia McIntyre who was stranded
with her 12 year-old cousin on the peak
during a 1955 forest fire.  The tower is
being rehabilitated for overnight rentals.

To prepare the lookout as a rental,
Historicorps staff and volunteers will strip
and reroof the cab, rehab the windows
and doors, replace deteriorated catwalk
decking, remove existing chain-link fence
and replace it with wooden rails, repaint
the railing and catwalk, repaint cement
foundation to match its existing light yellow
color, and repaint interior vertical groove
plywood paneling.

The project will be managed and
supervised by two or more HistoriCorps
instructors and will be designed to
optimize learning opportunities. All crew
members must be physically fit and be
willing to work in variable weather.
Camping site, tools, safety equipment,
and meals will be provided by
HistoriCorps. Camping gear and personal
items are the responsibil ity of the
participant. Transportation to and from the
project is the responsibil ity of the
participant.

Two sessions will be held, July 27 –
August 1 and August 3 – 8.
Number of openings: 4-6 per session,
open until all spots have been filled.
Age Restrictions: 14+ (under 18 with
responsible adult)
Facilities: Camping facilities will be
reserved by HistoriCorps. Volunteers
should bring their tent and other camping
equipment. All meals (except night of
arrival) and water will be provided.
Nearest town: Encampment, WY
Registration online at: http://
historicorps.org/register-to-volunteer/

HistoriCorps Projects
Hahns Peak Lookout, Colorado

Constructed in 1912, Hahns Peak
Lookout stands as a testament to the early
mission of the Forest Service to protect
and conserve
forest lands,
requiring more
than one ton
of cement and
b u i l d i n g
materials to be
packed up to
the 10,759 foot-high site! The foundation
was constructed of broken rocks laid in
cement, and the doors and windows were
framed dimensional lumber.

HistoriCorps will be returning for a
third season to Hahns Peak. Work will
continue to stabilize and restore the
structure.  Volunteers will replace roofing
material, rehabilitate floor structure and
wall framing, lay tongue and groove fir
flooring, install window and door framing,
and rehabilitate the stairs and railings.
The project will be managed and
supervised by two HistoriCorps instructors
and will be designed to optimize learning
opportunities. All crew members must be
physically fit and be willing to work in
variable weather. Camping site, tools, and
safety equipment are provided by
HistoriCorps. Camping equipment,
personal items, and meals are the
responsibil ity of the participant.
Transportation to and from the project is
the responsibility of the participant.

Six sessions will be held; two for
HistoriCorps volunteers (August 16-21
and August 23-28), two only for Rocky
Mountain Youth Corps participants, and
two for Passport in Time Volunteers.
Number of openings: 4-6 per session.
Age Restrictions: 14+ (under 18 with
responsible adult)
Facilities: Camping will be at a nearby
back country location with no facilities
(portable toilets will be onsite). Volunteers
should bring their tent and other camping
equipment.  All meals (except night of
arrival) and water will be provided.
Nearest town: Steamboat Springs
Registration online at: http://
historicorps.org/register-to-volunteer/

Devil’s Head Cabin, Colorado
During the HistoriCorps project

completed June 7-15, Mile High Youth
Corps participants removed shingles and
underlayment down to the deck, installed
new wood shingles, and removed and
replaced metal flashing on the
deteriorating roof of the ranger's cabin
below Devil's Head Lookout.

  Ron Kemnow photo
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Passport in Time Lookout Projects
Two Passport in Time projects are

known to be planned for this summer,
although one has not yet been listed on
the PIT website.  Projects may have short
timelines for applications, and then are no
longer listed after deadlines have passed
and/or openings filled.  It is advisable to
visit the PIT website often to check on
projects: www.passportintime.com/.

Big Hole Peak Lookout
Rehabilitation, Phase III

Lolo NF, Montana, July 28-31and August
3-6, Must commit to one entire session;
may participate in both

The Lolo NF is continuing efforts to
"reconstruct the past" this summer! Big
Hole Peak Lookout was built in 1930 for
what was originally the Cabinet National
Forest. It is a "Grange Hall"-type lookout:
a structure built atop a short talus
foundation. This type of lookout predates
the standard design seen in most other
areas, and due to the difficulty in its
construction, is quite rare. In fact, Big Hole
Peak Lookout is one of only two lookouts
of its kind on the Lolo that remain intact!
It saw its last use as a fire lookout in 1972,
and although afterward abandoned, was
determined eligible for placement on the
National Register of Historic Places in
1984. Although the site has long been
deserted, there is a strong desire on the
part of the local public to preserve this old
structure and to make it available for
recreational use. District staff members
have received numerous comments,
suggestions, and even offers from local
residents to help repair the structure.

During the first couple of years at the
lookout, potential hazards were cleaned
up , the rock foundation stabilized, and a
number of tough, but necessary, tasks
were taken on to prep and beautify the
structure: rotted logs replaced, the
structure re-roofed, windows installed and
the door repaired, old paint removed, and

so on. This year, more of the rotted logs
will be replaced (this time on the east and,
possibly, the south sides), the newly
repaired door installed, the interior
repainted, and materials for new shutters
surrounding the lookout and for siding on
the east and west ends prepared. As
always, it all promises to be sweaty and
dirty work, but in the end, a lot of fun.  PIT
volunteers will be working with the Region
1 Historic Preservation Team and an
expert log worker!
Number of openings: 8 (4 per session)
Special skills: Must be physically capable
of hiking moderate distances (2.5 miles
each direction) along an established
Forest Service trail; must also be
physically capable of lifting/bending/
kneeling/standing/stooping for extended
periods (10 hours) each day in a variety
of weather conditions and near the edge
of a steep cliff; previous carpentry, roofing,
construction, painting, general
maintenance, and/or historic building
restoration experience helpful, but not
required
Minimum age: 18 years old
Facilities: Dispersed tent camping at no
charge, on-site near Lookout (2.5 miles
from trailhead); pit toilet at facility, water
provided by FS; the Region 1 Pack String
will assist in packing project and volunteer
supplies and equipment in, and the local
Back Country Horsemen and the Region
1 Back Country Law Enforcement teams
will pack us out; all meals provided by FS;
volunteers responsible for personal
camping equipment, own work gloves,
safety glasses/goggles, water bottle, and
transportation to and from initial,
designated meeting area - and you are
welcome (though not required) to bring
your own, favorite tools!

Please note: as indicated in the
dates, there will be a 2-day break during
the session. However, uninterrupted, on-
site camping will be available the entire
period, July 28 - August 6.
Nearest towns: Thompson Falls, 30
miles; Plains, 31 miles
Applications due: Ongoing until filled

Hahns Peak Lookout
Stabilization

Routt NF, Colorado, September 13-18 and
September 20-25.

Sessions 5 and 6 of the Hahns Peak
project (see Historicorps) will be filled with
Passport in Time volunteers.
Applications due: Watch for the project
to be posted on the PIT website,
www.passportintime.com/.

Fire Tower Lego Set
Gathering Support for Smokey

Bear/Fire Tower Legos
One of the Smokey Bear/Forest

Lego sets being considered is a fire tower.

10,000 supporters are needed to have
LEGO consider making the sets available
for purchase.  Lego requires you to log
on and create an i.d. so that they have a
legitimate e-mail address so someone
cannot just vote over and over again.  The
link is https://ideas.lego.com/projects/
99422.  Your help can make this a reality!

FFLA Zazzle Stamps
and More

In addition to stamps, two more
custom FFLA items are now available
through Zazzle!  A
trailer hitch cover
bearing the FFLA
logo is now
available and
comes in two sizes
to fit 1.25” (small)
or 2” (large) receivers.

FFLA sticky notes are also now
available.  Post-it® Notes with the FFLA
logo come in pads of 50 in a 4” x 3” size.

There are now eight FFLA postage
stamps available:  The newest features

the historic Slate
Point (Montana)
crow’s nest tree
lookout visited
during the 2014

FFLA Western Conference.  Others
include Sundance Mountain (ID), Monjeau
(NM), Lookout Butte (ID), Sterling (NY) -
celebrating the Twenty Year Anniversary
of the FFLA, Duckett Top (NC), High Point
(CA), and Arid Peak (ID).

To order Zazzle items, go to the
FFLA website, www.ffla.org, and click on
the link.  While the items are available
directly from the Zazzle website, the FFLA
will receive a greater portion of the net
proceeds if orders are placed from the link
on the FFLA website.  Discounts are
offered for orders of multiples of items.
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Preparing for North Twentymile
Over a year in planning, FFLA

member Bob Pfeifer's proposal to restore
the 92-year-old North Twentymile D-6
cupola-style lookout, built in 1923, 20 miles
north of Winthrop, Washington crossed the
point-of-no-return in June when materials
and supplies were delivered, some by
helicopter slingload, the remainder by
paracargo drop.  When Bob visited the
lookout a year ago after not having been
there for four years, he saw that it needed
some immediate maintenance attention,
if it was to be saved.

After multiple trips to the site
collecting detailed measurements and
information, several meetings, USFS
personnel changes, many, many detailed
emails and the creation of a detailed 30-
page proposal, Bob finally found the right
combination of Okanogan-Wenatchee NF
support to move forward with the project,
including Methow Valley District Ranger
Mike Liu, Forest Heritage Program
Manager Powys Gadd, Assistant Fire
Management Officer Meg Trebon and
North Cascades Smokejumper Base
Manager Daren Belsby.

After receiving grant funding from
the FFLA (see p. 4), Bob began amassing
materials and supplies this spring, even
though questions still arose at times on
the viability of the project.  In addition, a
glass company donated the glass for the
restoration.  The Forest Service offered
to piggyback helicopter delivery of the
more fragile items onto a planned trip to
North Twentymile to maintain
communications equipment, with the cost
only being that of the extra trip, and the
smokejumpers offered to do deliver the
remainder by paracargo, using the project
as refresher training.  Bob then carefully
calculated weights for all the materials and
supplies before delivering them to be
staged for the lift.

The big day arrived June 11.  Bob
left home around 2 p.m. the day before to
make a leisurely drive to the trailhead.
After stopping at the Smokejumper Base
and the Eightmile mule yard to check on

In Memoriam
Randall Warner

Long-time Arizona FFLA member
and lookout Randy Warner passed away
in early May.  Randy had been a
legendary near-permanent fixture
associated with the
various lookouts on
the Coconino NF for
many years, most
recently at Mt.
Elden overlooking
Flagstaff.  He left
behind a 20+ year
devotion to the
Forest Service and
will be greatly missed.

Randy also assisted AZ FFLA
Director Dave Lorenz on his other hobby
"World War II Military Crashes on the San
Francisco Peaks", helping find the B-17
Fortress that crashed on Little Mount
Eldon in 1943.

Bob worked with Daren Belsby’s staff at the
Jump Base on May 26 to get all the gear
sorted and bundled.

the cargo, he headed up at 1730 and
arrived at the tower just before sunset.

The plane was scheduled to leave
Twisp/Winthrop at around 0930; it arrived
promptly at 0947.  There were a total of
13 bundles dropped over 4-5 passes.

After the last para-cargo drop, there
was about a 45-minute gap until the
helicopter arrived with the comm tech and
then returned to Eightmile Ranch to pick
up the FFLA project supplies.

After everything had been delivered
it was stowed away, waiting for the work
to begin later this summer.  Watch for the
full story in a future issue!
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2015 Fire Lookout Observers’ Get-together
Victoria, Australia, May 2-3, 2015

Fire towers form a vital part in early
bush fire detection.  Technology is
improving to assist the Fire Lookout
Observers (FLO); aircraft (expensive) and
cameras (proven not be reliable/accurate
and subject to power failure) are used but
nothing beats the naked eye of a good
FLO to spot a fire, get a cross reference
from a neighbouring tower to pin-point the
location of the fire and report it to the Fire
Duty Officer so he can set the fire
suppression activities in motion.  The FLO
can than keep monitoring the fire and give
updates on fire behaviour, weather
conditions, etc.

Since the year 2000, Fire Lookout
Observers from across Victoria have been
getting together after the fire season
under the motto; meet the people you
work with but don’t see.  The location
varies every year so the FLO’s can visit
the different fire towers in the state.  There
are currently about 73 active fire towers
in operation, managed by four different
agencies:  DELWP (previously known as
DEPI, DSE), CFA, Melbourne Water and
Hancock Plantations.

This year, permission was granted
to visit three of the four Melbourne Water
towers; Poley in the O’Shannassy
Catchment, McVeighs in the Upper Yarra
Catchment and Mt. St. Leonard in the
Maroondah Catchment.  Strath tower, in
the Wallaby Creek Catchment,
unfortunately didn’t fit in the weekend
schedule.  All these towers are in
protected water catchments.

We met in Warburton for lunch and
travelled via the Acheron Way and through
some old growth forest to the Poley tower.
It was a bit overcast but the 360-degree
views were still worth it.  It’s always good
for the adjoining FLO’s to see what area
the towers near them look into.  People
were amazed by the still very obvious
scars left by the Black Saturday fires in
2009.  Poley tower was in the path of the
raging fire, but suffered no structural
damage because of the large clearing
around the tower.  We travelled through
the centre of the O’Shannassy water
catchment and via Woods Point Road to
McVeighs tower.  This tower has only an
approximately 200-degree view but is vital
because it looks into many gullies etc.
where the neighbouring towers can’t look
into.  Originally it was built during the
construction of the dam to keep an eye
out for the burning of the heaps after the
logging for the dam.    The current tower

is only two years old.  The setting was
very suitable for a group photo (bottom) of
all the FLO’s who attended; 25 towers
were represented over the weekend (24
in Victoria and one in New South Wales).

Overnight camp was near
Healesville and the evening was used to
catch up, socialise and swap stories,
photos, etc.  The FLO’s formed an

Association three years ago to give them
a unified bargaining power for work
conditions.  The AGM and General
Meetings were held on Sunday morning
and then we travelled to Mt. St. Leonard
(left).  This tower was also visited in 2010
and it overlooks water catchment and also
CFA interface areas.  It is considered to
be the Taj Mahal of all towers in Victoria;
it has a staircase instead of a ladder, it
has AC power, large cabin (although the
new McVeighs cabin is bigger) and has a
magnificent view over forest, suburbs and
Melbourne.

From here we said our farewells and
people travelled home.  Next year’s
gathering will be around Bendigo.

It had been a very successful
weekend; it was well organised, we
travelled through some very nice country
and the Association thanked Melbourne
Water for the opportunity to visit these
towers which are all behind locked gates.

André Belterman
André staffed McVeighs Tower for five

years and Poley for four years in the 1990’s.
He has been involved with the yearly tower
weekends from the start and organised this
weekend.  For further information on towers
in Australia, please visit his website,
www.firelookoutsdownunder.com.

The Class of 2014-15
Towers represented this year were Annya, Pretty Sally, Strath, Mt. Clay, Mt. Sam, Mt. Matlock,
Reeds, Mt. Arapiles, Mt. St. Leonard, Mt. Useful, Mt. Blackwarrym, Mt. Wombat, Mt. Benambra,
Mt. Hickey, Mt. Brenanah, Mt. Tarrengower, Fryers Ridge, Mt. Moornapa, Mt. Raymond, Mt.
Buck, Mt. Beenak (Sat. only), Egg Rock (Sun. only), McVeighs & Poley, Mt. Berowra (NSW)
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Adventure to Diamond Peak Patrol Tower
by Tammy McLeod

Mark and I had three options for the
Memorial Day Weekend. One option was
taken off the list when we found out the
access road was closed. The two
remaining options were a long
backpacking trip to a historic structure I've
wanted to see for twenty years or a long
drive across the state of Washington and
a challenging, but short, day hike to a
historic structure I learned about just a
year ago. I came down with a cold two
weeks before Memorial Day and relapsed
a week later. The forecast was
deteriorating for the west side of the state
and with me still coughing; backpacking
seemed like a bad idea. That left us with
a trip to the Diamond Peak Patrol Tower.

I pulled the information for getting
to the Diamond Peak Patrol Tower off the
internet along with the GPS coordinates.
Two days before our trip I purchased a
new GPS and entered in the coordinates.
I planned on spending time during the long
drive getting to know my new toy and
doing a little more research on our
destination.

We started our drive early Saturday
morning and spent most of the day driving.
We arrived at Petit Lake around 3:00 PM.
We set up camp and had an early dinner.
Mark planned on fishing but the lake is
surrounded by reeds, making fishing from
the shore difficult to impossible. Even with
the lack of things to do the GPS sat in a
bag in the car untouched and forgotten.
We talked about the possibility of driving
home Sunday after our hike since there
wasn't anything to do at the lake. We
decided we'd hike from our campsite to
the patrol tower, which only added a mile
round trip to the hike.

We left camp just before 9:00 AM. I
would have liked to have started earlier
but, as Mark pointed out, we didn't have
any plans for the afternoon. The idea of
driving home on Sunday had been
dismissed. I figured with a 5.5-mile hike
we'd get back to camp in time for lunch
around 12:00. We arrived at FS Road 657,
not signed, pretty quickly. The gate is
heavily damaged and could easily be
driven over. The 7 to 10 foot trees growing
up the middle of the road are more of a
problem for cars. There's a sign at the gate
reading the road is open to ATVs and
snowmobiles at certain times. It said the
area is closed to vehicles the other times
to protect endangered wildlife habitat. "I
wonder what 'endangered wildlife' is back
here?" I commented. Mark made a smart
remark that any wildlife that messes with

him is endangered. The one mile walk on
FS Road 657 was easy despite the trees
growing in and downed trees across the
road. Mark and I took a short break at a
three-way junction since it was sunny and
there were butterflies everywhere for me
to try to get pictures of.

Our internet directions and my new
GPS agreed FS Road 657A was the road
we wanted and it was on the right at the
three-way junction. FS Road 657A is more
overgrown and has more downed trees
to get around. I started to get concerned
the "open forest", the internet directions
described, may not be "open" at all. As
we approached a sharp curve, about .2
mile from the summit and .6 mile from the
three-way junction, my GPS showed a
road (or trail) veering off to the left (east).
We could see what looked like a very old
roadbed and knew this was our trail. The
GPS didn't give this trail a number but we
knew it was either 247 or 245, depending
on who you ask. Our directions read
"Follow the ridge/trail (Trail #247 on some
maps, Trail #245 on some resources) for
0.4 miles, first hiking downhill and then
up to Point 4413. This hill is full of semi-
open forest." What appeared to be an old
roadbed quickly dwindled to an overgrown
and difficult to follow trail. There were
hundreds of trees down across the trail
making it easy to lose. Mark and I were
out of our comfort zone on such a hard to
find trail. If I was a more experienced GPS
user, I would have created a waypoint at
the FS Road 657A/trail junction but I
didn't. As I feared, the forest was much
denser than I pictured. We started relying
heavily on the GPS, making us more
nervous. We were talking about the
possibility of dying out there and how no
one would ever find us. Luckily, there were
occasional sawed logs marking where the
trail used to be. The trail dropped steeply,
losing about 200 feet in approximately .3
mile before making a short climb to Point
4413.

The downed trees over Point 4413
made staying on the trail nearly
impossible. Mark was starting to talk about
turning back when I spotted an old trail
marker on a nearby tree. The trail marker
read "245" with the number "2" under it.
The "245" confirmed the trail number.
There are also names and dates scribbled
on the marker with most being from the
1940s. By the time we crossed over Point
4413 and started our second downhill we
were bruised, scraped, cut and bleeding
and bug bitten.

We completely lost the trail but the
GPS kept saying we were on it.  This is
when I realized the GPS was telling me
we still had a mile left on the trail followed
by .3 of a mile off trail to get to the patrol
tower. I suggested we turn back but we
found the trail and talked ourselves into
continuing. The downhill was never
ending and the second uphill, we were
looking for (based on our directions),
never appeared. We lost the trail again
and there was no uphill in sight. We
consulted the GPS that said we were
about .5 mile from Point 4413 and still
almost a mile from the patrol tower. It was
approaching lunchtime, the time I thought
we'd be back at camp, and we decided to
stop. Mark complained about spending
such a beautiful day in the dark woods. I
looked at the GPS while Mark and I had a
snack and noticed the GPS coordinates
placed the patrol tower about 1000 feet
below the elevation of the written
directions. I joked about throwing the GPS
into the woods. I re-read all the written
directions finally deciding to ignore the
coordinates on the GPS. The directions
read, "The ridge drops a little and then
goes uphill again. As the trail/ridge is
about to head downhill again,
approximately 0.2 miles from Point 4413
and 0.8 miles from the true summit of
Diamond Peak, look to the right side
(south side of trail). The Diamond Peak
Patrol Tower site is located on the slope
between the 4320'-4360' contours on
topographic maps." We were well beyond
.2 mile from Point 4413 and far below the
4320' - 4360' contours. I centered the GPS
map to where the tower should be and
started back uphill. Both of us were
discouraged and pretty sure we weren't
going to find the patrol tower.

The uphill climb was hard on me. I
was still recovering from a cold and all
those damned downed trees were
wearing me out. I stopped frequently to
fiddle with my GPS, using it as an excuse
to catch my breath. Mark and I had to hike
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a fair distance apart to avoid the branches
from the person in the lead hitting the
second person in the face. We climbed a
particularly steep section immediately
followed by a knee-high log to climb over.
I stopped and looked at the GPS. When I
looked up to make sure Mark wasn't
getting too far ahead of me I saw he was
downhill from me. Not much of a downhill,
maybe 10 feet, but still downhill. The GPS
said we had a ways to go before we
should be looking for the tower but I turned
to my left to look anyway. I strained my
eyes expecting the tower to be far off trail
and difficult to spot and barked out a
laugh! I called to Mark "it's here!" He said,
"What?!" l ike I'd spoken a foreign
language. I laughed, pointed to the left
(south), and said, "It is right here!" Mark
laughed, "S**t! I walked right past it,
twice!" We both walked by it once and I
almost did a second time. It was literally
right next to the trail. The combination of
the dense forest and trail obstacles made
the tower easy to miss. I joked again about
throwing the GPS into the woods. We
wandered around the tower, took pictures
and celebrated by sharing a beer. We
made sure we both touched the tower to
make it officially "seen." Mark said he was
going to climb the tower but, after touching
it, changed his mind. It appeared the
ladder might support the weight of a small
squirrel.

We lost the trail twice more on the
way back to FS road 657A with the GPS
telling us we were on the trail the whole
time. Back on the road, it was an easy .2-
mile to the summit of Diamond Peak. We
took pictures of the helipad and foundation

and hunted for the benchmark but didn't
find one. I was down to less than a cup of
water and Mark was out. The sun was hot
but there were storms all around us. I
suggested we get off the summit and
warned Mark we would likely be getting
wet. As we left the summit, we heard the
first clap of thunder in the distance.

Walking back to camp was
uneventful except passing a family of five
on their way to the lookout site. I was
surprised to see anyone else using the
road. We warned them about the weather
but they seemed unconcerned. It started
raining about ten minutes after getting to
camp.

We were more than three hours late
getting to camp. We were exhausted and
starving. We ate a quick dinner and were
thankful the rain stayed light. Mark built a
fire and we sat around it and had another

beer, one each this time. The next
morning while driving home Mark said, "I
can't believe it! We drove all the way
across the state, found our rotten piece
of wood in the forest and made it back
out!" He pulled out his cell phone and
double-checked his pictures to make sure
he didn't imagine our successful
adventure.

Epilogue
After hiking to the Diamond Peak

Patrol Tower, I had lots of questions. How
long does it take for a road to get that
overgrown? How long does it take for a
trail to become so difficult to hike and
follow? Why was the trail built? When and
why was the patrol tower built? When was
the patrol tower last used? What
endangered wildlife is in the area?

The Forest Fire Lookout Association
gave me the answers. The road was
closed in the late 1990s to protect grizzly

bear habitat (the endangered wildlife, I
assume). The trail was part of a system
of trails used by smokechasers and the
"2" under the number "245" on the trail
marker probably referred to a trail junction
somewhere 2 miles from Point 4413. The
section of trail we hiked was cleared in
the 1980s. The patrol tower and fire
lookout were both built around the same
time, in the 1930s, with the patrol tower
looking into an area that was a blind spot
for the lookout. Both the lookout and patrol
tower were used into the late 1950s. The
lookout was destroyed in 1960 and the
patrol tower would not have been used
after that time.

Diamond Peak is two miles into the
Washington part of the Priest Lake Ranger
District of the Kaniksu (Idaho Panhandle)
NF.  1979 and 1991 photos show its
steady deterioration.  (Gary Weber photos)
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Love Enriched by Two Seasons in a Lookout
Couple Staffs Happy Valley Lookout in 1967-68

"We were newly married and we
loved it there," said Mary Caldwell of the
summers of '67 and '68 when she and her
husband Ed worked at Happy Valley
Lookout in the Saguaro Wilderness Area
in the Rincon Mountains of Saguaro
National Park.

They had been married a year when
they took the first assignment. Mary was
working as a naturalist and Ed was
working as a draftsman when Mary heard
about the opening for lookouts.

When they applied, they were
interviewed by the District Ranger. He
liked that she was a wildlife biologist and
that Ed was detail-oriented. Ed was hired
as a GS-3. She was his assistant. In
addition to their fire assignment they kept
field notes, and photographed and
collected plant specimens.

The first season the generator at
their little cabin didn’t work when Ed got
there to start work. Neither did the
lanterns, but he had candles and got by
in the first few weeks. They later found
out it was bad fuel oil. Ed had gone ahead

of her and wrote her many letters by
candlelight. He told her about the birds
he’d seen and made casts of the animal
tracks he found, including wolf tracks near
the tower.

Theoretically Ed worked 8 hours/
day, 5 days a week. Mary was to work on
his days off, and if there was a fire and
he left to check it, then she took over.
During storms they spelled each other to
work 24 hours/day if needed. If the fire
danger got particularly bad, since there
were two of them, they were required to
check other lookout spots. They would
hike up to high rocks and to the tower at
Manning Camp which was normally not
manned, to verify that they hadn’t missed
any potential strikes or spot fires.

Manning Camp was five miles from
the lookout tower. It had an unmanned
lookout tower and a barracks which
housed a fire and trail crew for part of the
season. The camp, when manned, was
their closest contact with other people.

Groceries, mail and water had to be
hauled in each week over a 20 mile
mountainous trail by a mule named Kate
and a string of pack horses. Mary laughed
that sometimes the eggs were already
scrambled when the pack train delivered
them.

The pack train also brought their
drinking water. The cabin was 9 foot
square with a bed, a table that swung
down from the wall, two folding chairs, a
propane refrigerator and a wood-burning
stove. It also had a rodent-proof metal
chest, some assorted dishes, pots and
pans, recipes and notes from previous
lookouts, a Coleman stove and lanterns.
The cabin stood about 100 feet down the
hill from the lookout. It had a steep sloping
roof with cracks you could stick your

fingers through. There was a privy nearby
with spectacular views of the valley below.

They caught rainwater off the roof
to wash clothes. Mary laughs that since
the roof leaked they collected rainwater
on the inside and outside of the cabin
using every available pot and pan. She
noted centipedes and mill ipedes
sometimes fell through the ceiling too
along with the rain.

Happy Valley Lookout was almost
at ground level, perched atop a knoll 7,348
feet high. Yet the lookout was high enough
that they could see 20-25 different
mountain ranges, when visibility was good
they could even see into Mexico.

Mary said they could see the storms
coming 100 miles away. And they always
knew storms were coming. “You could feel
the tension in the air," says Mary.

Mary remembered how animals
would come out to feed before a storm:
deer, rattlesnakes, lots of different critters.
And sometimes the surrounding rocks and
lightning rod on the tower would glow
green before a storm from the electricity
in the air. They called it St. Elmo’s Fire.
She speculated maybe the geology in the
area was a factor.

She said their lookout was the
busiest around. They often worked 24
hours/day during the storms, she and Ed
switching off to catch some sleep. In July,
thunder storms with lightning hit every day
about 5 pm and never allowed them to
have supper or sleep until late into the
evening.

She remembered lightning strikes.
Some were so close they’d kick up rocks
that would hit the windows, once even
breaking a window.  They would monitor
the strikes and the fires they’d started to
see if they were going to take off. If they
were close, Ed would hike out alone and
try to put it out.

The first fire of the season was the
scariest.  It occurred before the fire
season officially started.  It was early April
when a freak lightning storm,
accompanied by snow, started a fire in an
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area hard to find and difficult to access.
The fire location was called in to Manning
Camp.  Only Ed and Mary were there.
Mary was instructed to stay in camp to
man the radio, while Ed left alone to locate
and suppress the fire. With steep terrain,
all radio contact with Ed was quickly lost
and it was almost two days until he
returned after getting the fire out by
himself. It was a few days later when the
fire crew arrived for a week of fire training.

Mary remembers June 13, 1967.
Storms had gone through with lightning
strikes and Ed worked for 32 hours
straight on a 1.5-acre fire in pine, trying
to keep it contained until help came.
Reinforcements had to hike in 15 miles.

The largest fire she remembers
during the two seasons was maybe 80
acres. There had been much larger fires
before and after they were there in the
area.

Mary admits they didn’t get paid
much, but they got to watch birds and be
together. In fact, they made the first
sighting of the hybrid towhee and took
pictures to document the bird. It was a
cross between a greentail and rufous-
sided towhee. Ed took lots of great photos
during the two seasons they worked in the
tower. They set up traps to trigger
cameras to photograph wildlife.

They also made many animal
friends. One bird liked scrambled eggs for
breakfast and would almost land in the
skillet to get any left-over eggs.

Mary said there were plans being
made in the fall of 1967 to rebuild the
lookout and cabin as one building. They
brought in 1,600 pounds of lumber in four
helicopter trips. Ed, on his own initiative,
drew a design that he recommended they
use instead of the plans they had planned.
She thought they ended up using Ed’s
plans. They never returned to see the
renovated tower and cabin.

Mary lost Ed in 2013. He was 80.
When she remembers their life together
she said they were never happier than
those two seasons in the Happy Valley
Lookout. She smiled and said Ed had
always said, "If we were rich and could
have, we would have stayed there
forever."

Mount Pisgah Memories from 1960
Paul Ware was the 1960 watchman

on Mount Pisgah in Winthrop.  What
follows are portions of his journal and
snippets from his Maine Forest Service
watchman log.

Mr. Howard Rowell District
Supervisor District 3 Maine Forest Service
hired me as watchman for Mt. Pisgah, an
809-foot hill in Winthrop ME.  There is a
new 16 x 20 camp equipped with a coal
and gas stove but unfurnished.  A good
wood shed and tool house, and a new
outdoor toilet.  There is a spring up the
trail several hundred feet which is to be
piped into a white cast iron sink.  The
tower is about 3/4 mile from camp and is
about 60 feet high.  A telephone line is to
be changed so it will run from the camp
straight to tower.  The view is superb,
many lakes and ponds in view as well as
mountains to the west and north.   Opened
the tower on April 16.

April 16: Called in a fire to Mount
Ararat.  He called Litchfield.  It was a grass
fire in West Gardiner which caught a
house but was put out.

April 20: Got my first fire.  Burned 9
acres in Gardiner.  There are many grass
fires in the area.  Visitors come to the
tower often, 6 or 8 already.  The nights
are below freezing.

April 29: Had another fire today at
Greene.  Gave bearing to Streaked
Mountain and called 21 by phone.  3
acres, very clear.

`May 8: Got another fire in Oakland
along with Cook Hill.  Missed one in
Vernon.  Rained this PM and went fishing
in the brook that flows into Bog Pond.  No
luck.  Brook did not look good, but some
deer signs there.

May 30: Very clear today.  Snow still
showing on Mount Washington.  Not much
doing in the fire business.  Finished
bushing out the trail.  Much better now.

June 12: A house fire in Turner
today.  Still no rain.

June 27: Had a woods fire in
Litchfield Plains.  Called Mount Ararat we

crossed on the fairgrounds.  Called Mrs.
Ricker and the town manager.  Moody +
Ricker got there very quickly and got it
under control.  It was in a large area of
slash and set by a tractor exhaust.  The
tractor operator went to the fire house and
got the fire truck.  More hose was needed
and furnished by Moody.  Burned 1-3/4
acres.

June 29: Had another woods fire in
Leeds.  No other tower could see it.
Burned about an acre.  Official report
called it 3/4 acres of pine.  Probably
caused by railroad.

July 12: Discovered and reported a
lightning fire in Readfield yesterday.  It
struck a pine tree and burned 1/2 acre.

August 7: Reported a fire in Pittston.
It was an escaped hay burn and they
stopped it just short of good pine.

August 19: Gave a bearing on a fire
in Lisbon.

October 8: Closed the camp and
tower. Had to go to work for Thomas
Plumbing.  Reported or gave bearings on
20 fires for the season.  The most
satisfying being the lightning fire in
Readfield.  Shot a pheasant’s head off
with the .30-30 in October.

Paul Ware at Pisgah tower (Paul Ware photo)

Mount Pisgah Watchman’s Camp (Paul Ware photo)
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Dixie Ranch Lookout near Slidell,
Louisiana in 1926.  A dairy silo with a
recycled oil derrick on top, and a cabin
atop it.

Brush Mtn. Lookout near Ashland,
Oregon in 1916-1930.  A limbed and
peeled spar tree with 66 yew wood pegs
for steps and a crow's-nest 104 feet up.
Retired Norwegian sailor Dan Pederson
even had an elevator for his fast escape;
a rope, pulley, and a bucketful of rocks
for the counter-weight.

Roderick Dhu Lookout near
Greenwood, British Columbia since 1990.
Its small 6x6' fiberglas cab is a familiar
design across Canada; but the TV
broadcast tower it sits on isn't.   Most of
them sit at the top of a 100' ladder straight
up a lightweight metal tower.  At least, in
B.C. and Alberta, the sleeping quarters at
all lookouts are luxury; even when fifty
miles from the nearest road.

Livingston Lookout, Louisiana in
2000.  Its plain and simple 7x7' Aermotor
metal cab sits atop a unique 20' spiral

Lookout Show ‘n Tell #5
Most Unusual Lookout Designs

staircase extension above a typical
Aermotor tower; a quick fix for a tree
canopy that grew over twenty years.

Brasstown Bald Lookout, Georgia
since 1966.
At 4,784', it
is the
highest point
in the state.
The unique
fire tower is
part of a
visitor center
in north
G e o r g i a ' s
b e a u t i f u l
Blue Ridge
Mountains.
6.  Harney Peak Lookout, South Dakota
since 1938.  Elevation 7,242'.  Highest
point in the Black Hills, and the highest
place between the Rockies and the Alps
of Europe.

William Penn Memorial Fire Tower
on a hilltop overlooking Reading,
Pennsylvania since 1939.  The 120' tall
brick landmark has undergone full
restoration by the Pennsylvania Bureau
of Forestry for possible use again as a
fire lookout.

Mount Constitution Lookout on
Washington's Orcas Island.  A tribute to
the Civilian Conservation Corps of the
1930s, now, and for always.

Sula Peak Lookout, Montana since
2001.  It replaced a victim of the great fires
of 2000.

Mount Buller in Victoria Australia.
Today.

Ray Kresek
Fire Lookout Museum

Spokane, WA

In Memoriam
Helen Ellett

Less than two months after
celebrating her 101st birthday, Helen Ellett
died Sunday morning, April 12, at the
Samaritan Hospital in Troy, NY.  She is
survived by a daughter, granddaughter
and grandson, a great-grandson and four
great-granddaughters, and four great-
great grandchildren. Helen was the fire
observer at Dickinson Hill Fire Tower in
Grafton NY from 1943 to 1953 and from
1959 to 1965 and was the subject of the
book I Remember When: The Untold
Story of Helen Ellett (see Books, page 20).
It was her dream come true to see the
Dickinson Hill Fire Tower restored and to
help cut the ribbon to open it to the public
in 2012.  She will be missed by all.
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Osborne Fire Finder
Featured on Belt Buckle

This limited edition, numbered, pewter 2011
Smokey buckle from Dawn Fazio’s
Woodland Enterprises includes this
inscription on the reverse: "The Osborne
Fire Finder was invented 100 years ago by
William Osborne, a Forest Service employee
in Portland, Oregon. It has been serving in
lookout towers nationwide since 1915."
$23.50 plus shipping and handling from
www.smokeybeargifts.com or call 208-
882-4767.  Dawn and Jim Fazio are long-
time members of the FFLA.

Merchandise from other partners at:
www.firelookout.org/store.htm

Lookout Lightning Protection
Montana FFLA member
Mike Kuefler is a certified
lightning protection
specialist; Kuefler
Lightning Protection, Inc.
h a s
b e e n

used by the Forest
Service for several
lookout projects.  KLP is
based in St. Ignatius,
Montana, but also has
offices in Florida, Georgia
and Minnesota.  Visit their website,
www.kuefler-lightning.com/, email
mkuefler@kuefler-lightning.com, or
phone 406-745-3800.

Western Heritage - FFLA Items

FFLA logo available on any
GEAR, WOOD, or APPAREL item
Apparel: Outerwear, Shirts, Caps

Gear: Bags & Duffels, Lights & Lenses
Wood: Wall Clocks, Desk Accessories,

Nametags
http://westernheritagestore.com/

Lookout Jewelry
Firetower Dangle Jewelry

Lightweight, yet durable, these shining fire
lookout earrings, necklaces, and label
pins are laser cut and etched, plated in
silver or gold, and are slightly curved to
better reflect the light from different
angles.
• Earrings 1/2" by 1", $18.00
• Necklaces 1-1/4” by 1/4" with 20 "
chain, $18.00
• Label Pins 1" by 1/4", $9.00
• Shipping $2.00

To order, email Oregon Chapter Director
Howard Verschoor   at
lookoutoregon@gmail.com.  Proceeds
go to the Oregon Chapter for Oregon
lookout projects.

A North American History
of Forest Fire Detection

By C. Rod Bacon
Chapter XXXIX
AIR PATROL

The previous chapter looked at
communications by radio.

This chapter looks at the beginning
of fire patrol by air.

Source:  “American Forestry”, July 1919, Vol.
25, No. 307

Patrol of national forests by Army
airplanes to give early warning of fires
developing in the forests began June 1,
according to arrangements completed
with the War Department by the Forest
Service, United States Department of
Agriculture.  On the same day
observations covering a large part of the
Angeles National Forest were begun from
a captive balloon stationed over the Army
Balloon School near Arcadia, California.

Two routes of airplane patrol work
will be operated from March Field, twelve
miles southeast of Riverside, California.
Two planes will be used on each route,
the routes will each be approximately 100
miles long and each route will be covered
twice a day.

This is the beginning of experimental
work in which the adaptability of aircraft
to forest patrol work is to be thoroughly
tried out.  If the tests prove successful it
is expected that the airplane patrols will
be extended before the end of the 1919
season, and that airplanes will become a
permanent feature of the ceaseless battle
against fires in the national forests.

The airplanes are not equipped with
wireless telephone apparatus of such a
nature that they can communicate with the
ground without the installation of
expensive ground instruments.  Warnings
of fires will be transmitted by means of
parachute massages dropped over a
town, the finder to telephone them to the
Forest Service:  by special landings made
to report by telephone, and by returning
to the base and reporting from March Field
direct to the forest supervisor.  Fires will
be located and reported by squares drawn
on duplicate maps, one to be in the
possession of each airplane observer and
another to be in the office of the forest
supervisor.

The observation balloon over the
Arcadia Field is to be maintained at an
elevation of about 3,0000 feet from 7 A.
M. until 2:30 P. M. each day.  The student
detachment learning observation now
stationed at Mount Wilson will also render
fire lookout service.  Reports of fires from

both the balloon observer and the Mount
Wilson detachment will be telephoned to
the Army Balloon School and transmitted
to the Forest Service office in Los Angeles.
A fire-fighting truck, with ten enlisted men,
will be stationed at Arcadia as part of the
fire-suppression forces and will be subject
to the call of the Forest Service.

Source:  “American Forestry”, September
1919, Vol. 25, No. 309

Reports to the Forest Service, United
States Department of Agriculture, from the
national forests in California, where Army
aviators are making daily flight in search
of forest fires, indicate that the innovation
has been decidedly successful and that
air patrols of the forest will prove so
valuable that they will eventually become
a permanent part of the work to shield the
great woodland from conflagrations.
Numerous fires have been discovered in
their early stages by the aviators and have
been reported immediately to the forest
rangers.  It is believed that considerable
loss has been prevented by such early
discovery.  Lack of suitable landing places
in this rugged country has proved a
handicap in some instances and has
caused a belief in certain quarters that
dirigible balloons will finally be found more
suitable than airplanes for forest flying.
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Les Joslin Books
UNCLE SAM'S CABINS, A Visitor's Guide
to Historic U.S. Forest Service Ranger
Stations of the West  by Les Joslin.  Revised
and enlarged edition of Uncle Sam's Cabins.  The
original edition, long sold out, contained the
stories of 75 historic ranger and guard stations.
This new, revised, enlarged edition has 92
(including the one that's served its purpose at
three locations since 1933 and inspired this book).
The 333 pages include 260 historic and current
photographs and eight maps.  $20.00 (includes
s/h) from Wilderness Associates, P.O. Box 5822,
Bend, Oregon 97708, 541-330-0331,
www.wildernessheritage.com.
Other books by FFLA member Les Joslin are also
available from Wilderness Associates: TOIYABE
PATROL: Five U.S. Forest Service
Summers East of the High Sierra in the
1960s, $14.95 (s/h included),  RANGER
TRAILS: The Life and Times of a Pioneer
U.S. Forest Service Ranger in the West
on the La Sal, Santa Barbara, Cache, and
Deschutes National Forests, 1907-1913
by John Riis, prologue/epilogue by Les Joslin,
$15.00 (s/h included), WALT PERRY: An
Early-Day Forest Ranger in New Mexico
and Oregon by Walt Perry, edited by Les Joslin,
$20.00 (s/h included).

Marty Podskoch Books
ADIRONDACK 102 CLUB, Your Passport
& Guide to the North Country  by Martin
Podskoch.  An attempt to get people to visit and
get to know all the 102 towns and villages in the
Adirondacks.  Autographed copy, $20 + $3 s/h, info
at www.adirondack102club.com.
Other books by former FFLA NY Director Marty
Podskoch are featured on another of his websites,
www.adirondackstories.com/: ADIRONDACK
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS
CAMPS: Their History, Memories and
Legacy,  $20.00, ADIRONDACK STORIES,
Historical Sketches $18.95, ADIRONDACK
STORIES II, 101 More Historical Sketches
$18.95, ADIRONDACK FIRE TOWERS, Their
History and Lore, The Northern Districts
$20.00, ADIRONDACK FIRE TOWERS, Their
History and Lore, The Southern Districts
$20.00, FIRE TOWERS OF THE CATSKILLS,
Their History and Lore  (reprint with new cover
design) $20.00.  Add $3.00 s/h (for 1 or more
books).  Send check or money order to: Podskoch
Press, 43 O’Neill Lane, East Hampton, CT 06424,
860-267-2442.
MORTON PEAK by Jack Dietz.  Novel set at
Morton Peak Lookout in the San Bernardino NF.
Available from bookstores.  ISBN: 1441511938
FIRE WATCH, A Summer to be
Remembered by Ham Rideout.  The “Summer
of 42” on two Wenatchee NF lookouts.  $15.25 +
$3.00 shipping, online at: www.steilacoom.net/
rideout/.
HOW TO RENT A FIRE LOOKOUT IN THE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST (2nd Edition, 2005) by
Tish McFadden and Tom Foley.  Available in
bookstores.  ISBN: 0899973841
FIRE TOWER by Jack Kestner (republished in
2007) online at www.clinchmountainpress.net
FIRE SEASON: Field Notes from a
Wilderness Lookout  by Philip Connors,
Available from bookstores.  ISBN: 0061859362

Books
FIRE LOOKOUTS OF THE NORTHWEST
Lookout Inventory - Revised 2015  by Ray
Kresek.  Nearly 500 of the 3,344 lookout sites in
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana are
updated with the latest status compiled in this 86-
page book that complements Fire Lookouts of
the Northwest.  Proceeds go to the non-profit
Fire Lookout Museum.  $20.00 check or money
order to: Fire Lookout Museum, 123 W. Westview,
Spokane, WA 99218, 509-466-9171,
rkresek@comcast.net, www.firelookouts.com.
FIRE LOOKOUTS OF THE NORTHWEST,
Third Edition  by Ray Kresek,   Check for
Availability from Fire Lookout Museum.
FOUR-ELEVEN!  Pulaskis, Planes &
Forest Fires by Rich Faletto.  Four summers
around Lake Chelan on Washington’s Wenatchee
NF in the early 1960s.  Available from bookstores.
ISBN: 1452892903
A VIEW FROM THE TOP: Maryland’s Fire
Towers by Barbara M. Garner, Descriptions of
all of Maryland's fire towers - 46 locations.
Dozens of maps and photos.  $16.95 + $4.00 s/h
from Barbara Garner, 608 Norhurst Way,
Baltimore, Maryland 21228, 410-788-3767.
BETWEEN LAND & SKY: A Fire Lookout
Story by Dixie Boyle.  Former FFLA director’s
experiences from twenty years as a fire  lookout.
Available from bookstores.  ISBN: 1432704397
BETWEEN FOREST AND SKY: A Fire
Tower Journal by Sharon Stratton.  A fire tower
journal of several seasons in northern Alberta.
Available from bookstores. ISBN: 1894974166
STANDING WATCH: The Fire Towers of
Arizona by Eileen Moore.  Features the state’s
eighty-one fire towers and cabins and includes
115 photos.  $13.99 plus $3.00 s/h from
www.mortenmoorepublishing.com.
CLIMBING THE LADDER LESS
TRAVELED, Adventures, Insights and
Life Journeys by Joe Bill.  $15.00 (includes s/
h) from Mountain Forest Publishing, 12240 N.
Barrel Cactus Way, Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
BUCKSKIN LARCH AND BEDROCK by
Mike Hiler.  Collection of poems and passages
from the Central Washington Cascades.  Available
from bookstores.  ISBN: 1453844074
HIGH-MOUNTAIN TWO-MANNER by Frank
Fowler - A Montana smokejumper’s memoir based
on letters home to his mother.  Available from
bookstores.  ISBN: 1599269570
LOOKOUTS IN THE SOUTHWESTERN
REGION  is available online:  http://
ir.library.oregonstate.edu/jspui/handle/
1957/9577.
FINDING FIRE: A Personal History of Fire
Lookouts in Lane County, Oregon by Doug
Newman.  From bookstores - ISBN: 0964843439
or www.lanecountyhistoricalsociety.org/
FIRE LOOKOUT HIKES IN THE
CANADIAN ROCKIES, Second Edition by
Mike Potter, $24.95 (US) includes s/h, to
Luminous Compositions, 2815 Lionel Cres SW,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3E 6B1.  e-mail:
luminouscompositions@shaw.ca.  Also
available from bookstores.  ISBN: 0969443854
EYES OF THE FOREST by Vivian Demuth
Novel set in the boreal forests of Canada.   ISBN:
9780968562352.   Available from bookstores.
FIRE WATCHER by Vivian Demuth
Collection of poems written at a Canadian fire tower.
Available from bookstores. ISBN: 1550716964

I REMEMBER WHEN: The Untold Story
of Helen Ellett by Randy Kneer, The story of
the courageous Dickinson Hill Observer in
Grafton, New York.  $9.95 + $2.00 shipping/
handling from: Podskoch Press, 43 O’Neill Lane,
East Hampton, CT 06424, 860-267-2442.
HIKING NORTH CAROLINA’S LOOKOUT
TOWERS by Peter Barr.  Guidebook to the
lookout towers in western North Carolina.
peterontheat.com/hiking-north-carolinas-
lookout-towers/, $15.00 (includes s/h), or email
Peter at pjbarr@gmail.com.  ISBN:  0895873567
NORTHWEST MONTANA FIRE
LOOKOUTS: A Hiking Guide  by Steve Rains
Hiking guide to 30 lookouts includes trailhead
directions, route statistics, and photos.  Available
from bookstores.  ISBN: 0988948001
BLACK HILLS NATIONAL FOREST,
Harney Peak and the Historic Fire
Lookout Towers  (Images of America Series)
by Jan Cerney and Roberta Sago, Over 200
images of Black Hills lookouts. Available from
bookstores.  ISBN: 0738583707
GUARDING DINOSAUR by Jean Burt
Polhamus.  The 1953 adventures of a young
couple serving as fire lookouts on Round Top in
Dinosaur National Monument.  Available at
www.lulu.com.
THIS IS OUR FOREST: A Collection of
Stories from a Lookout-Smokechaser
Who Worked in the Bitterroot Mountains
of Montana and Idaho   by Harold E. Coffman
$11.95 + $2.95 shipping/handling from: HalMar
Publications, 10453 W Highwood Ln, Sun City,
AZ 85373-1947.  ISBN: 0971554005
LONELY ON THE MOUNTAIN: A Skier’s
Memoir by George M. Henderson, Memoir of
growing up in Montana and Idaho logging camps,
as an Oregon lookout and smokechaser, and as
a pioneer in the development of skiing on Mount
Hood.  $23.00 + $3.00 s/h, from Donna
Henderson, 14050 Maxfield Creek Rd.,
Monmouth, OR 97361, dnnhndrsn@gmail.com.
Also available at the Government Camp (OR)
General Store, or bookstores.  ISBN: 1412082331
MOUNTAINS OF MEMORY: A Fire
Lookout’s Life in the River of No Return
Wilderness by Don Scheese.  Available from
www.uiowapress.org/ or from bookstores.
ISBN: 0877457840
LOOKING OUT FOR OUR FORESTS, the
Evolution of a Plan to Protect New
Hampshire's Woodlands from Fire by Iris
W. Baird, $20.00 + $2.00 shipping   from:  Iris W.
Baird, 11 Richardson Street, Lancaster, NH 03584
A FIELD GUIDE TO NEW HAMPSHIRE
FIRETOWERS, second revised edition by
Chris Haartz and Iris W. Baird,
$5.00 + $1.50 shipping (same address as above).
FROM YORK TO THE ALLAGASH, Forest
Fire Lookouts of Maine by David N. Hilton.
Limited number of copies still available at
www.firewackerworld.sellorfind.com/store/
products/, or at bookstores.  ISBN: 1890454044
THE FIRE OBSERVATION TOWERS OF
NEW YORK STATE, Survivors That Still
Stand Guard by Paul Laskey  Available in
bookstores.  ISBN: 0974620408
FISH CREEK: A Western Adventure by
Robert Lodder - Working on Fish Creek Lookout,
near Grangeville, Idaho in 1960 and 1961.
Available from bookstores.  ISBN: 1420861301
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SMOKECHASER (Third Edition)
 by Warren Yahr (FFLA Member)

New pictures and two chapters added to the
original 1995 edition, telling the story of a
Wisconsin teenager’s lookout experiences
during the 1940s on the remote Bungalow
Ranger District of Idaho’s Clearwater NF.
Available thru www.Amazon.com and other
bookstores.  ISBN: 1467595225

FIRE LOOKOUTS OF GLACIER
NATIONAL PARK

 (Images of America Series)
 by David R. Butler (FFLA Member)

The story of the rise and fall of the extensive
lookout network that protected Glacier National
Park, including those still operating today.
ISBN: 1467131148.   Available from
www.Amazon.com.

BAKER BUTTE JOURNAL 2010
Plus Some Pretty Good Recipes

 by Shirley Payne (FFLA Member)
Journal of the 2010 summer at Baker Butte
Lookout in Arizona’s Coconino NF watching
for forest fires, with 99 recipes.  $20.00 + $5.00
s/h (for one or more books); ordering
information at www.berryqueenpress.com/

THE ENCHANTMENT OF NEW
MEXICO: Local Stories of the Land &
People  by Dixie Boyle  Stories include a
section on the fire lookouts of the Cibola
National Forest and more.  Available from
www.Amazon.com.  ISBN: 1499129297

DVD
THERAPY

Life at Tope Creek Lookout
Therapy is a documentary created

by Tope Creek Lookout owner, renovator,
and savior, Brian Wizard. Time: 2:56.

It follows his life at Tope Creek
Lookout for the first ten years after he
purchased it in 1991. You see him make
the rundown, shot
up, abandoned
property into a
beautiful park-like
setting. You see
Brian making art,
playing music,
plowing snow, as
well as spotting,
calling in, and
putting out forest fires. He lives the dream!

The unabridged video contains a
few seconds of naked man scenes,
including peeing over the edge of a 103-
foot tall tower from a man’s point of view.

There is also an abridged edition
without the fun bits (no naked man).

Visit www.brianwizard.com to
order; look under Store Menu for Therapy
DVD. Purchase item securely through
Paypal, specify original or abridged
version.  $20, plus s/h.

headquarters and backcountry guard
stations. This book provides information
about the facilities and will help preserve
information that all too often gets thrown
out during office cleanup days.

Available from www.Amazon.com.
Others by Vicky MacLean are the

companion book, HOME ON THE
RANGE, Montana's Eastside Ranger
Stations  Available from bookstores. ISBN:
1494367041, and The HELENA NATIONAL
FOREST, The Early Days  Helena NF History
includes an entire chapter on lookouts.  $16.95 from
the Montana Discovery Foundation, 406-495-3711.

BOUND FOR THE
BACKCOUNTRY II

A History of Airstrips in the
Wallowas, Hells Canyon, and the

Lower Salmon River
 by Richard H. Holm Jr. (FFLA Member)
Cold Mountain Press, 2015, paperback,
251 pp. ISBN: 0692305068

For the first time a comprehensive
history of more than forty of the isolated
airstrips in the backcountry of west central

Idaho and
eastern Oregon
has been
c o m p i l e d ,
detailing the
construction and
historical events
of each.
Combined with
the history of

each individual location are interesting
stories related to homesteaders, ranchers,
runway owners, hunters, river rafters, jet
boaters, hikers, pilots, and airplanes.
Maps and over 250photographs are
included.  $29.95 + $6.00 shipping from
Cold Mountain Press, c/o Richard Holm
Jr., P.O. Box 294, McCall, ID 83638 or
online at www.coldmountainpress.com.

Other books by Holm, available at Cold
Mountain Press, are the first volume, BOUND
FOR THE BACKCOUNTRY, A History of
Idaho's Remote Airstrips, a
comprehensive history of nearly one hundred
of Idaho’s isolated airstrips, with 560 pages
and over 1,000 photos.  $59.95 + $6.00
shipping, and POINTS OF PROMINENCE,
Fire Lookouts of the Payette National
Forest, $16.00 + $3.50 shipping.

More Books
FIRE IN THE FOREST

 Forest Service Fire Fighters
 by Philip G. Smith (FFLA Member)

Synopsis of fire incidents, events, and
training in Arizona and California in the early
1970's, a time of not always being politically
correct.  Available from www.Amazon.com.
ISBN: 1492887013

New Books!
 BLUE RIDGE FIRE TOWERS

by Robert Sorrell (FFLA Member)
Arcadia Publishing, 2015, paperback, 144
pp. ISBN: 1626198179

Fire lookout towers have graced the
highest peaks in the Blue Ridge
Mountains for more than a century. Early
mountaineers and conservationists began

constructing
l o o k o u t s
during the
late 1800s.
By the
1930s, states
and the
f e d e r a l
government
had built
thousands of
t o w e r s
around the
c o u n t r y ,
many in the
Blue Ridge.

While technology allowed forest agencies
to use other means for detection of fires,
many towers still stand as a testament to
their significance. Author Robert Sorrell
details the fascinating history of the
lookouts in the Blue Ridge forests.

Available from www.Amazon.com.

A HOME IN THE WOODS
Montana's Westside

Ranger Stations
 by Vicky MacLean

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform,
2014, paperback, 148 pp. ISBN: 1503164454

The second of two volumes covers
the history of Forest Service ranger
stations west of the Continental Divide on
the Kootenai, Flathead, Lolo, and
Bitterroot National Forests. These facilities
range from small backcountry guard
stations in the Bob Marshall Wilderness
to small district headquarters to extensive
facilities such as the Spotted Bear Ranger
Station, with housing for staff as well as
seasonal crews and about 80 head of
pack stock for use in the backcountry.
Many of these
facilit ies are
long gone and
forgotten, some
have been
preserved and
are in the Forest
Service cabin
rental program,
while others are
still in use as
d i s t r i c t

“This is the life you
could be living”
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FFLA SHIRTS!

Black/white design w/4-color
FFLA logo on Ash color shirts

Wide range of sizes available!
T-shirts (short-sleeve)

S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X $13.00
T-shirts (long-sleeve)

S, M, L, XL, 2X $15.00
Sweatshirts (long-sleeve)

S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X $20.00
Shipping/handling:

t-shirts $3, sweatshirts $5
(additional shipping for larger orders)

NEW T-SHIRT
Small Logo

FFLA Logo
on Left Chest
short-sleeve
Forest Green

S, M, L,
XL, 2X
$15.00

+ $3.00 s/hLOOKOUT COOKBOOK
A Collection of Recipes by

Forest Fire Lookouts
by Libby Langston

Lookout Cookbook is a blend of
recipes, history,
personal stories,
and over 100
p h o t o g r a p h s
bringing together
the lookout
staffers, their
stations, and their
creativity.  Lookout
Cookbook is a
c o o p e r a t i v e
venture between
the North Idaho/
Montana Chapter of the Forest Fire
Lookout Association, the Lolo National
Forest and the Museum of North Idaho.

$14.95 each + $4.00 s/h for first
book,  $1.00 s/h for each additional book
to same address.

FFLA MERCHANDISE

FFLA CAPS
Embroidered FFLA logo caps are

now in stock, available in two styles, both
adjustable to fit.  For those preferring the
stand-up, shaped style, structured caps
are available.  The unstructured style is
available for those preferring soft, low-
profile caps.  Both styles come in charcoal
gray or forest green.  Specify structured
(left) or unstructured (right) style.
$15.00 each + $3.00 shipping/handling

FFLA Logo Decals
Full-color FFLA logo vinyl decals

with rear adhesive.  Three sizes are now
available, the large is 5” across (3-3/4”
per side), the medium is 3-1/2” across (2-
1/2” per side), and the small is 2-1/2”
across (1-3/4” per side).  The small decal
is ideal for hardhat applications, the
medium is the same size as the popular
FFLA multi-colored patch.

Large (5”) decals, $1.50 each,
Medium (3-1/2”) $1.00 each, Small (2-1/
2”) $0.75 each.  Shipping: $.50 per order

Cornell Hill Tower Patch
The patch commemorating New York’s
Cornell Hill Fire
Tower and Camp
Saratoga (Spring 2011
issue) is stil l
available.  The 3-1/2”
x 4” patch may be
ordered from “FFLA-
Gary Weber”, $10.00
each (includes s/h).

FFLA Brochures
The bright
o r a n g e -
colored FFLA
membership
rec ru i tment
brochures are
still available.
The six-panel
t r i - f o l d
brochures are
available to
anyone with
access to lookouts or other places to make
them available to prospective new
members.  Contact Gary Weber or your
chapter director to arrange for a supply.

LOOKOUT NETWORK CD
The entire collection of LOOKOUT

NETWORK issues is now available on
CD.  Each issue, beginning with Vol.1,
No.1, has been scanned and saved as a
.pdf file.  An index is also included to
easily search for past articles.  As a
bonus, a variety of local/regional editions
produced prior to the advent of central
printing/mailing are also included!
$20.00 each, includes shipping/handling

FFLA CAN COOLERS
Keep your drinks colder longer
while displaying the FFLA logo!

The crisp white
FFLA logo outline
stands out on two sides
of the royal blue foam
can cooler. The coolers
are made of
polyurethane foam with
a no-slip grip.
2 for $5.00 + $2.00 s/h

FFLA PINS
and PATCHES
New larger size pins!

New FFLA logo lapel pins are now
in stock!  The new larger sized pins (right)
measure 1 inch across (3/4” per side).

M u l t i - c o l o r e d
embroidered FFLA logo
patches (lower left), measuring
2-1/2 inches per side (3-1/2”
across), are also available.

The pins and patches
are $5.00 each, including
shipping/handling.

Order all items on this page from:
FFLA - Gary Weber

2590 W Versailles Dr
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83815
fflatreas@gmail.com

Make Checks Payable to FFLA or
Pay through PayPal

(https://www.paypal.com/)

Payable to fflatreas@gmail.com
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FOREST FIRE LOOKOUT ASSOCIATION DIRECTORY

Chairman:  Keith Argow
374 Maple Ave E, Suite 310
Vienna, VA  22180
(703) 255-2700
argow@nwoa.net

Dep-Ch. E: Mark Haughwout
PO Box 1058
Wilmington, VT 05363
(802) 464-5599
mapmanvt@sover.net

Dep-Ch. S: Mike Finch, Jr.
110 Summit Centre Dr
Columbia, SC 29229
(803) 331-1345
mikepedsdoc@yahoo.com

Dep-Ch. W: Howard Verschoor
PO Box 611
Lyons, OR  97358
lookoutoregon@gmail.com

Secretary:   Ray Grimes, Jr.
232 Garden Way
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442
(973) 835-4487
kc2gig2000@gmail.com

Treasurer:  Gary Weber
2590 W. Versailles Drive
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83815
(208) 765-1714
weblookout@roadrunner.com

Historian:  Ron Stafford
102 Cove Drive
Edinboro, PA 16412
(814) 734-1273
wag2200@verizon.net

Youth Outreach: Sam Duffey
PO Box 1698
West Yellowstone, MT 59758
mtnlace@gmail.com

Webmaster: Bill Cobb
17 Greenwood Road
Northborough, MA 01532
(508) 351-6007
cobbw@charter.net

AU Research: Andre Belterman
webmaster@
firelookoutsdownunder.com

Directors:
United States:
AZ Dave Lorenz

16820 E Pintail Ct
Fountain Hills , AZ  85268
(928) 607-8373
Dave.Lorenz@nau.edu

AR/ Michael A. (Smoke) Pfeiffer
OK 845 Cagle Rock Road

Russellville, AR  72802
(479) 280-3686
buffalohead@gmail.com

CA- Vickie Lamoureux
(No.) 2441 Shasta Street

Redding, CA 96001
(530) 215-6539
VJCLamx5@yahoo.com

CA- Bill Ulmer
(Pac.)30021 McKenna Heights Ct

Valley Center, CA 92082
(714) 473-5111
wwulmer@gmail.com

CA- Chris Fabbro
Sierra705 Charter Oak St
Nev South Pasadena, CA 91030

(626) 441-6900
chrisfabbro@yahoo.com

CA- George & Pam Morey
(So.) PO Box 9354

Cedar Pines Park, CA 92322
(909) 338-3923
pammorey@fs.fed.us

CO/ Kent Argow
UT 2001 Emerson St.

Denver, Co 80205
(720) 771-3078
FFLA.argow@gmail.com

FL Bob Spear
18 Postman Lane
Palm Coast, FL 32164
(386)  263-2858
fflafloridachapter@gmail.com

ID(N) Gary Weber
/MT (see Treasurer)
ID (S) John Rose

PO Box 649
Challis, ID 83226
(208)  879-4121
johnjrose@fs.fed.us

IN Teena Ligman
648 Vinegar Hill Road
Bedford, IN 47421
(812) 279-5547
tdligman@att.net

KY Danny Blevins
8330 US 60 East
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-3869
route377@yahoo.com

LA Bobby Sebastian
8620 Ridgemont Dr
Pineville, LA 71360
(318) 640-0080
bastbseb@suddenlink.net

MA- Henry Isenberg
RI- PO Box 6
CT Millville, MA 01529
(So. (508) 883-9475
N.E.) ffla001@yahoo.com
ME Bill Cobb

(see Webmaster)
MN Jan Bernu

4202 Brookston Rd
Cloquet, MN 55720
(218) 879-4433
twoxforestry@gmail.com

NH Chris Haartz
PO Box 162
Campton NH  03223
(603) 536-1694

NJ Ray Grimes, Jr.
(see Secretary)

Bob Wolff
PO Box 221
Blairstown, NJ  07825
(973) 900-1559
section3wolffpack@yahoo.com

Australia:
VIC Paul Jones

PO Box 93
St. Andrews 3761, Victoria
Australia
pjones01@netspace.net.au

Area Representatives:
AL Vacant

AK John Sandor
PO Box 21135
Juneau, AK 99802
(907) 586-2497
jsandor@ak.net

GA-  Mike Finch, Jr.
SC (see Dep-Ch. S)
HI Ray Kresek

123 W. Westview
Spokane, WA 99218
(509) 466-9171
rkresek@comcast.net

KS- Joe Hartman
NB PO Box 1336

Elkhart, KS 67950
(620) 697-2254
ljhartman@elkhart.com

MI John A. Miller
9187 Valetta Drive
Temperance, MI 48182
(734) 657-8828
John@Michiganfiretowers.com

MS M. T. Parker
511 Noel St
Wiggins, MS 39577
(601) 928-7729

MO Jim Lyon
1955 Windy Hill Road
Kirkwood, MO 63122
(314) 965-4511
ebnflo@mofire.org

SD Vacant

TX Ralph Harp
3331 Three Pines Drive
Kingwood, TX 77339
(281) 359-7011
rpharp@hotmail.com

WV Robert Beanblossom
107 Savilla Lane
Charleston, WV 25312
(304) 389-5041
Robert.L.Beanblossom@wv.gov

WI Tom Baer
89 Forest Dr
Manitowish Waters, WI 54545
(608) 774-0392
Tomrbaer@aol.com

Questions??
FFLA Answerman:

answerman@firelookout.org

NM Mark Gutzman
603 Sundown Ave
Alamogordo, NM, 88310
(575) 434-7276
mark.gutzman@gmail.com

NY Laurie Rankin
8 Wallkill Ave
Tillson, NY 124869
(845) 926-2182
laurierankin@hvc.rr.com

NC Peter Barr
35 Mountain Site Lane
Asheville, NC 28803
(704) 941-9296
pjbarr@gmail.com

OH David White
2049 Rainbow Dr NE
Lancaster, OH 43130
(740) 974-0585
dwhite2311@yahoo.com

OR Howard Verschoor
(see Dep-Ch. W)

PA Steve Kidd
698 Shermans Valley Rd
New Bloomfield, PA 17068
(717) 275-5725
steve@perennialgardens.name

S.E. Ron Stafford
US (see Historian)
TN Ed Holt

PO Box 367
Etowah, TN 37331
(423) 263-7528
Edholt1@bellsouth.net

VT Peter Hayes
24 Heritage D
West Dover, VT  05356
(802) 464-3169
haystk@localnet.com

VA Krissy Reynolds
717 Raymond Ave
Roanoke, VA  24012
(540) 309-0244
kscholetzky4286@hotmail.com

WA- Rod Fosback
(E.) PO Box 47

Colville, WA 99114
(509) 684-5478
rodfosback@centurylink.net

WA- Forrest Clark
(W.) 3221 157th Ave SE

Snohomish, WA 98290
(425) 478-3426
woodmanfor@aol.com

WY Buddy Washington
PO Box 315
Ten Sleep, WY 82442
(307) 315-2393
budjan@tctwest.net

Canada:
ALB Cory Rhett

5020-52 Ave.
Whitecourt, AB T7S 1N2
(780) 778-7167
Cory.Rhett@gov.ab.ca
Robert Young
RR 5 Site 7 Box 7
Tofield, AB  T0B 4J0
(780) 662-2840

FFLA Website:
www.ffla.org

FOREST FIRE LOOKOUT ASSOCIATION
374 MAPLE AVE E STE 310
VIENNA, VA 22180-4718


